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Dr Penny Gilbert is a Partner of Powell Gilbert LLP (www.powellgilbert.com), a specialist 
Intellectual Property Law firm based in London.  She is a solicitor advocate and a qualified 
mediator. 
 
Penny has a degree in Biochemistry and DPhil in Molecular Biology from Oxford University.  
She specialises in patent litigation, particularly in the life sciences, and represents clients 
before the UK Patents Courts, including acting in the first patent case to be heard by the UK 
Supreme Court (HGS v Eli Lilly). She advises on European patent litigation strategy and has 
a wealth of experience in coordinating multi-national patent litigation, including involvement 
in EPO Opposition and Appeal proceedings.  She has also acted in referrals on 
interpretation of the SPC Regulation to the CJEU and the EFTA court. 
 
Penny also represents clients in technology contract disputes before the UK courts, and in 
arbitration proceedings.  She is experienced in providing freedom to operate opinions and 
due diligence advice.   
 
Penny is immediate past President of the European Patent Lawyers Association (EPLAW) 
and a member of its Advisory Board.  She is also a member of AIPPI, IPLA and LSLA.  She 
has been recognised as International Who’s Who Legal’s Life Sciences Lawyer of the Year 
and Patent Lawyer of the Year.  She has received Legal Business’ “TMT Team of the Year” 
and “Managing IP UK Patents (Contentious)” Awards for cases that she has acted in, as well 
as receiving the European Women in Business Law Award (Best in Patents) twice.  She was 
ranked in the top 4 Life Science Lawyers in the UK in the “Chambers 100” where she was 
described as "a brilliant lawyer and scientist…..strategic, dedicated, innovative and 
relentless".  She has also been listed in the SuperLawyers London Top 100 for Advocacy 
and for IP. 
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